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WHY A NEW
COMMUNICATIONS
PLATFORM (I.E. “BIG
IDEA” PROJECT)?

WHY A NEW COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The new strategic orientation of Slovenia as a tourist
destination and changing travel habits have led to the
development of the MY WAY communications platform,
which is a new communications platform and updated
design concept to support the promotion of Slovenia on
foreign markets for the next three to five years.

and to changing travel habits, such as the search for
authenticity, personal experiences and new concepts of
luxury, while fundamentally adhering to the clear strategic
objectives and vision of Slovenian tourism.

Slovenia’s identity as a tourist destination. The core of the
idea is therefore the personalisation of experiences and the
users’ ability to make personal choices that appeal to them
on a more emotional and experiential level.

THE PERSONALISATION OF EXPERIENCES LIES
AT THE CORE

A FLEXIBLE SOLUTION FOR THE PROMOTION
OF SLOVENIAN TOURISM

WHY A NEW COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM?

The new communications platform focuses on genuine
Slovenian experiences with high added value that
stimulate and actively include our guests.

The MY WAY concept works as a broad and exceptionally
flexible communications platform that effectively meets
the various communications requirements of Slovenia as a
tourist destination under the I Feel Slovenia brand at the
primary level, the level of macro destinations and the level
of core products, as well as the requirements of various
marketing and communications tools used by the STB.

The new communications platform will help us realise our
vision of Slovenia as a green boutique
destination for 5-star experiences, and will provide
support for increasing the added value of Slovenian
tourism, with the primary objective of increasing revenues
from exports of travel services to 4 billion euros. It was
developed in response to the latest trends in the field
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BRINGING COMMUNICATIONS TO A MORE
EMOTIONAL AND EXPERIENTIAL LEVEL
The existing slogan “Green. Active. Healthy.” will no longer
be used, but the main idea of Slovenia as a green, active
and healthy destination remains a fundamental part of

WHY A NEW COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM INTENTION

SUPPORT FOR ACHIEVING THE
VISION OF SLOVENIAN
TOURISM
The new MY WAY communications platform, with its fundamental concept, design,
message and elements, helps realise the vision of Slovenian tourism: “Slovenia is a green
boutique destination for 5-star experiences.”
In order to keep this promise, we need to present a broad range of high-quality, authentic
experiences with local flavour, a refined approach and delivery, and a strongly emphasised
experiential and personal character – the kind that create higher added value and attract
discriminating guests.
One example of this is experiences that meet the criteria for the Slovenia Unique
Experiences designation. The designation is awarded to enterprises that meet those
criteria and provide an appropriate level of quality. For more on the Slovenia Unique
Experiences concept and criteria see: www.slovenia.info/sl/poslovne-strani/razvoj-ininovativnost/5-zvezdicna-dozivetja
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WHY A NEW COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM INTENTION

SUPPORT FOR ACHIEVING
GOALS OF SLOVENIAN
TOURISM
The new MY WAY communications platform, under the I Feel Slovenia brand, helps
us achieve the goals of Slovenian tourism, particularly with regard to increasing its added
value, through:

1

CONSOLIDATION OF THE
GENERAL POSITIONING
OF SLOVENIA AS A GREEN
BOUTIQUE DESTINATION FOR
5-STAR EXPERIENCES
5
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INCREASING AVERAGE
SPENDING PER TOURIST

3

PROMOTING THE
PERSONALISATION OF
EXPERIENCES THAT
HOOK TOURISTS MORE
EFFECTIVELY AND CREATE
HIGHER ADDED VALUE
PRIVABLJANJE TURISTOV,

4

ATTRACTING TOURISTS WHO
ARE LOOKING FOR NEW
FORMS OF LUXURY (SPEND
MORE TIME AND MONEY),
ACTIVE TRAVELLERS AND
ENVIRONMENTALLY AWARE
INDIVIDUALS

WHY A NEW COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM INTENTION

SUPPORT FOR THE “I FEEL
SLOVENIA” BRAND
The MY WAY communications platform supports and
further develops the I Feel Slovenia brand, which is the
primary brand of Slovenian tourism.
THE BASIC PROMISE OF THE “I FEEL SLOVENIA”
BRAND
The story of Slovenia as a tourist destination under the I
Feel Slovenia brand is a story of a green land that soothes
the soul and symbolises the balance between the individual
and our society. In Slovenia you feel excitement and the
encouragement to finally do something for yourself. Being
in Slovenia restores your equilibrium.
Slovenia cannot be experienced solely through images; it
has to be felt and experienced – in words, sounds, colours,
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textures, actions and experiences. (Source: Guide to the
Use of the Slovenia Brand)
CONNECTING THE BRAND PROMISE WITH THE
WISHES OF TARGET SEGMENTS
MY WAY, with its emphasis on individually personalised
authentic Slovenian experiences, takes account of the
existing I Feel Slovenia brand on both the visual and the
identity level, takes a creative approach to fulfilling its
basic promise, and appeals to the target segments through
an emotional, inclusive hook.
THE RELEVANCE OF THE “I FEEL SLOVENIA” BRAND
Since its introduction in 2007, the I Feel Slovenia brand
with its green message has become more relevant than
ever, and the new communications platform gives it
additional support..

WHY A NEW COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM CONFORMITY WITH TRENDS IN THE SECTOR

CONFORMITY WITH TRENDS
IN THE SECTOR
The new MY WAY communications platform is based on key trends that have
increasingly changed the look of the entire tourism sector in the past few years. This major
shift in the travel sector can be ascribed to the millennial generation, with their changed
values and lifestyles,
and there have also been noticeable changes in other generations (Gen X, baby boomers
and seniors).
The values, expectations and wishes of tourists and their concept of luxury have changed.
They live more for experiences than for products. They value authenticity, and instead of
standard fare they prefer to pursue inspiring stories and unique moments, through which
they create lifetime memories.
This new campaign places the idea of genuine Slovenian experiences with high
added value at the fore. It uses them to inspire and aims to actively include visitors who are
looking for unique stories, authenticity and new forms of luxury when they travel.
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WHY A NEW COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM THE NEW CONCEPT OF LUXURY

THE NEW CONCEPT OF LUXURY
The modern tourist is looking for a different kind of luxury. Today, it is primarily measured in time and the ability to adapt to individuals’ expectations and wishes. Today, luxury means:

EXPERIENCES,

PERSONALISED,

AUTHENTIC,

RARE AND UNIQUE,

not products

not standardised

not generic

not available everywhere

DEEP MEANING,

COMFORTABLE AND
MODERN,

INDEPENDENT,

MEETS EXPECTATIONS

although guided

and at the same time

not hedonism
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although traditional and
with respect for heritage

SURPRISES

2.
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WHAT IS THE MY WAY
COMMUNICATIONS
PLATFORM?

MY WAY COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIENCES

THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
EXPERIENCES
The MY WAY hook makes use of a well
known phrase that everyone has heard,
and positions Slovenia as a top choice for
holidays and personalised experiences.
However, during the research, purchasing
and visiting phases, visitors must be
convinced by specific, appealing, interesting
and competitive stories, experiences and
products from tourism operators.
The MY WAY communications platform will
only be effective if we in Slovenian tourism
work together, in both communications and
development.
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I FEEL SLOVENIA
The MY WAY communications platform so you
can “feel Slovenia in your own favourite way”
Digital content
marketing
PR
Trade fairs, stock exchanges,
workshops and other
business events
Printed materials and
promotional items

Events

Integrated
marketing
communications

Development
and promotion
of 5-star
experiences

MY WAY COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM PERSONALIZATION OF EXPERIENCES

FEEL SLOVENIA IN YOUR OWN
FAVOURITE WAY
The idea behind creating your own favourite holiday package is based on the
personalisation of experiences and choice. It places the individualised user at the centre,
communicates with them at that level and thus includes and hooks them with a more
experiential appeal
In a creative manner, it supports the pursuit of personal wishes, interests and preferences
when discovering Slovenia. It speaks to the individual and offers value and relevant
advantages in all segments of Slovenian tourism. It invites the visitor to experience
Slovenia in their own favourite way.
The new MY WAY communications platform thus enhances the communication of
Slovenia as a green, active, healthy destination on a more emotional and experiential level.
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MY WAY COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM HEADLINE

NEW HEADLINE
The existing slogan “Green. Active. Healthy.” will no longer
be used, but the main idea of Slovenia as a green, active
and healthy destination remains a fundamental part of
Slovenia’s identity as a tourist destination. The STB will
continue to use these words in communication as frequent
identifiers.
When communicating Slovenia as a tourist destination,
the headline MY WAY will be the primary headline
from now on for foreign markets, with an emphasis
on individually personalised, authentic and genuine
Slovenian experiences.
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ZELENA

AKTIVNA

ZDRAVA

MY WAY COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM HEADLINE

THE HEADLINE MY
WAY
How then can we show the modern traveller that Slovenia
is not just a green, active and healthy destination, but
that it contains an untold number of unique stories and
genuine experiences that cannot be had anywhere else?
Millions of people have already felt Slovenia and each of
them has felt it in their own way.
With the new communications platform under the I Feel
Slovenia brand, Slovenia becomes a land of personalised
experiences. A destination that leaves each visitor richer in
personal experience.
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MY WAY COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM HEADLINE

HEADLINE
MY WAY
MY WAY is the new primary headline.
The phrase MY WAY is always a part of the primary hook (e.g. MY WAY OF FINDING
INNER PEACE), since the phrase is intended as a hook and not as a positioning slogan for
Slovenia.
When used in titles and supporting texts, MY WAY should always be adapted to and
translated into the local language of the target market.
The hashtag #myway should be used after #ifeelsLOVEnia in all languages. When used
with a hashtag, #myway should in all cases be written in English. This ensures more
focused and simplified communication on different target markets.
The headline “MY WAY OF…” should not be used with all communications tools (e.g. on the covers of trade journals, in various texts, chapter titles in publications, various flyers, maps,
etc.). Where feasible/reasonable, in such cases it should follow the basic guidelines for the MY WAY communications platform, which ensures its continuity with other communication:
the elements of the platform (the I Feel Slovenia brand, the hashtags #ifeelsLOVEnia and #myway and www.slovenia.info), typography (Chapparal Semibold) and composition (logo
proportions, left justified text, spacing, etc.) are taken into consideration.
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MY WAY COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM HEADLINE

HEADLINE MY
WAY IN LOCAL
LANGUAGES
The headline MY WAY should always
be written in a way that emphasises
doing an activity or pastime “in one’s
own way”, as shown in the sample
sentence.
In the local language, grammatical
structures should be used that adhere
to the meaning of the content to
the greatest possible extent (ex.
German).
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LANGUAGE

HEADLINE IN LOCAL LANGUAGE

EXAMPLE OF USE IN SENTANCE

Slovenian

MOJ NAČIN / PO SVOJE

Moj način odkrivanja.

English

MY WAY OF

My way of exploring.

German

MEINE ART

Meine Art des Erkundens.

Italian

A MODO MIO / IL MIO MODO DI

Esplorare a modo mio.

French

À MA FAÇON

Ma façon de explorer. / Explorer à ma façon.

Russian

ПО-СВОЕМУ

Исследуй по-своему.

Czech

MŮJ ZPŮSOB

Můj způsob objevování.

Polish

NA MÓJ SPOSÓB

Mój sposób na odkrywanie.

Dutch

OALS IK HET WIL / MIJN MANIER VAN

Mijn manier van ontdekken.

Croatian

MOJ NAČIN

Moj način istraživanja.

Spanish

MI MANERA DE

Mi manera de explorar.

Hungarian

A MAGAM MÓDJÁN

Magam módján való felfedezés.

3.
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VISUAL IDENTITY OF THE
MY WAY COMMUNICATIONS
PLATFORM

VISUAL IDENTITY COMMUNICATION TONE OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS

COMMUNICATION TONE OF THE
PHOTOGRAPHS
The style of photographs, which we determine, must enable the viewer an intimate
insight into the experiences represented by the 'I Feel Slovenia' brand. When selecting a
photograph, it is thus essential to communicate the unique energy that prevails through
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the landscape, town centres, culture and people. A style which moves from the visual
image of a perfect postcard to an image that enables the viewer to connect with it. The
image should not only inform, but also communicate with viewers.

VISUAL IDENTITY COMMUNICATION TONE OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS

CREATING AN ATMOSPHERE
The style of photographs, which we determine, must enable the viewer an intimate
insight into the experiences represented by the 'I Feel Slovenia' brand. When selecting a
photograph, it is thus essential to communicate the unique energy that prevails through

The STB does not hold the rights to this photo. In this document it is used
solely as a reference to show the excitement that we want to achieve.
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the landscape, town centres, culture and people. A style which moves from the visual
image of a perfect postcard to an image that enables the viewer to connect with it. The
image should not only inform, but also communicate with viewers.

The STB does not hold the rights to this photo. In this document it is used
solely as a reference to show the excitement that we want to achieve.

VISUAL IDENTITY COMMUNICATION TONE OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS

COMMUNICATION TONE
OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS
THE ESSENTIAL PROPERTIES OF THE COMMUNICATION TONE OF
THE PHOTOGRAPHS
they show people enjoying the moment,
• they show emotional bonds between the protagonists,
• personalised services,
• authenticity of the experience,
• exclusivity of the offer.

The photo was not taken in Slovenia and is used solely as a reference for the
communications tone of the visual identity.
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VISUAL IDENTITY LEVELS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

LEVELS OF PHOTOGRAPHS
For the needs of communicating within the framework of the new MY WAY communication platform, we are introducing
the use of photographs at three levels corresponding to different communication channels and tools at various
communication levels.

1

PHOTOGRAPHS OF AN
EXPERIENCE

(‘hero’ communication, authentic and unique
five-star experiences, protagonist in the
forefront)
20

2

PHOTOGRAPHS OF
AN ACTIVITY

(support communication; what individuals can do in
a destination - “what to do”)

3

PHOTOGRAPHS OF
THE ENVIRONMENT

(support communication; representative and
distinguishing landscape)

VISUAL IDENTITY LEVELS OF PHOTOGRAPHY

LEVELS OF PHOTOGRAPHS
The hero communication is promotional, and represents essential experiences
of Slovenia’s iconic destinations. The use of hero communication applies
to framework promotional materials and tools (e.g. headline image,
advertisements, roll-up banners, billboards, etc.)
The fundamental mission of the Slovenian Tourist Board in the inspiration
phase is to communicate the framework story of Slovenia as a green boutique
destination for five-star experiences. This is supported by inspiring hero
photographs in which authentic and unique experiences are in the forefront in
accordance with the new MY WAY solution.
Communication is supported by way of the motifs at the level of Activity and
the Environment. This level deals with supporting content visualisation.
The Activity level are photographs that answer the question of what an
individual may do at a destination ('What to do'). The Environment level
are visuals that are representative and distinctive. Here, the presence of an
individual is not necessary.
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Hero communication

Experiences

5

Support communication

Activities

Environment

VISUAL IDENTITY HERO COMMUNICATION – EXPERIENCES

HERO COMMUNICATION –
EXPERIENCES
The (Hero) Experiences photograph level is designed to communicate through framework level online
and offline tools, the basic purpose of which is to inspire individuals to visit Slovenia. It shows stories of
authentic and unique experiences in Slovenia. The photographs are to be shot according to a clearly
defined scenario with visual information which creates an emotional bond between the protagonists.
The photography production with carefully selected elegant styling and props in a higher price range
suggest 5-star experiences, which also supports the message of Slovenia as a boutique country. An
example of good practice is a photograph of a father and a child who are building an emotional bond
while riding horses in Lipica, or the engagement of a young couple on Mt Mangart.
The destination in which the protagonists are located must be recognisable. Photographs must be
authentic; in terms of composition, this means that the protagonists are caught in a moment and are
not posing for the camera. The colour scale must include a natural colour range without the use of
colour-boosting filters. Shadows should have expressive contrasts; the light is behind protagonists.
The depth of field is shallow, which creates the sense of the viewer’s presence. Photographs must have
sufficient negative (empty) space to allow text to be inserted. If there are several protagonists in the
photograph, they are positioned in such a way that the leading person is in the foreground, and
other persons or objects are in the background.
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VISUAL IDENTITY HERO COMMUNICATION – VISUALS

CRITERIA FOR
SELECTING HERO
VISUALS:
• authenticity and unique experiences in accordance with the
criteria determined by the Slovenian Tourist Board
• five-star experiences in accordance with the criteria determined
by the Slovenian Tourist Board
• premium quality, services in the higher price range
• addressing high-end visitors who are willing to pay more for a
special experience
• added value
• boutique products, services, and experiences create a feeling
of individuality and personalisationobčutek individualnosti in
personalizacije
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VISUAL IDENTITY HERO COMMUNICATION – VISUALS

ART DIRECTION AND THE CONTENT OF HERO VISUALS
CONTENT OF HERO VISUALS

ART DIRECTION OF HERO VISUALS:

• reflects the ‘authentic and unique five-star experience’ criterion

• authenticity

• creates an atmosphere (protagonists captured in the moment)

• protagonists are captured in the moment and are not posing for the camera

• a clearly defined photograph scenario

• The colour scale uses a natural colour range (without colour-boosting filters)

• styling and props in the higher price range

• shadows have expressive contrasts
• shallow depth of field – a sense of the viewer’s presence
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VISUAL IDENTITY HERO COMMUNICATION – EXPERIENCES
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The photo was not taken in Slovenia and is used solely as a reference for the communications tone of the visual identity.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.

VISUAL IDENTITY SUPPORT COMMUNICATION – ACTIVITIES

SUPPORT COMMUNICATION
– ACTIVITIES
Photographs at the Activity level encourage understanding of the tourist activity or
experiences offered in Slovenia. The photographs at the Activity level thus focus on the
activities of protagonists in various destinations. For example, a couple stand-up paddle
boarding on Lake Bled, a picnic of a large family on the Velika Planina plateau, a couple
riding horses around Lake Bohinj, etc. Although the goal of the photographs is to show the
protagonists’ activities in the environment, the recognisability of destinations due to the
depiction of their recognisable and distinctive appearance is significant. Photographs must
be authentic; in terms of composition, this means that the protagonists are caught in a
moment and are not posing for the camera. The colour scale must include a natural colour
range without the use of colour-boosting filters.
Shadows should have expressive contrasts; the light is behind the protagonists. The depth
of field is shallow, which creates the sense of the viewer’s presence. Photographs must
have sufficient negative (empty) space to allow text to be inserted. If there are several
protagonists in a photograph, the persons are positioned in such a way that the leading
person is in the foreground and other persons or objects are in the depth of the space.
When positioning protagonists, avoid cliché positioning and angles of shot.
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VISUAL IDENTITY SUPPORT COMMUNICATION – ACTIVITIES
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The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.

VISUAL IDENTITY SUPPORT COMMUNICATION – THE ENVIRONMENT

SUPPORT COMMUNICATION
– THE ENVIRONMENT
The Environment level is an inspiring and attractive visual introduction to our
landscape and its natural and cultural elements. We are referring both to interior
and exterior elements. In the photographs at the Environment level, the environment
is highlighted with a graphic signature, which is distinctive for each photograph level.
Photographs must be authentic, which means that a colour scale with natural colours,
without colour-boosting filters, is used.
Shadows have expressive contrasts; longer exposure should be avoided. The depth of
field is shallow, which creates the sense of the viewer’s presence. Photographs must have
sufficient negative (empty) space to allow text to be inserted. Photographs of the urban
environment should also include details from nature. Examples of good practice are
photographs of towns/cities with a park in the background, photographs of bridges that
also show the river, etc...
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VISUAL IDENTITY SUPPORT COMMUNICATION – THE ENVIRONMENT
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The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.

VISUAL BOARD
Concept of photo visuals

30

INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the concept of a vision board,
which is intended to illustrate the visual concept of
the MY WAY communications platform as set out
above.
STRUCTURE OF THE VISION BOARD
It comprises 70 photographs: 20 for presentation at
the primary level of the promotion of Slovenia as a
tourist destination, 5 at the level of each of the six
core products and 5 at the level of each of the four
macro destinations
PHOTO ASSORTMENT
The purpose of the vision board is to present the
visual identity and concept
(i.e. feel and look) of the communications platform
in specific cases for various communications needs
31

and levels. The photo assortment presented here
includes photos that were taken in Slovenia.
But it is important to note certain restrictions with
regard to this photo assortment. The majority of
the photos shown were selected on the basis of the
STB’s currently available stock, which mainly does
not include photos that are in line with the MY WAY
concept, or does not include photos of experiences at
the level of ‘hero’ communication as defined in this
manual. Therefore, the photo assortment is partially
supplemented with photos of individual leading
destinations, operators and other actors (marked
with a blue dot).

In order to achieve the full potential of the MY WAY
communications platform, it is important that the
STB gradually supplement its database of useable
visuals in accordance with the MY WAY concept.
PHOTO LEVELS – SELECTION PRINCIPLE
The vision board presents photos at three levels: the
primary level, the level of the macro destinations and
the level of core products. The selection of motifs
supports the main icons of Slovenian tourism. The
motifs at the level of the macro destinations capture
the basic character of the destination and support
the top experiences that are listed for each of the
macro destinations. At the product level, motifs
are used that support the main sub-products and
the qualities of the product from an experiential
perspective.

VISUAL IDENTITY LEVELS OF PHOTOGRAPHS

1
32

PRIMARY
LEVEL

(in support of communication at the
primary level, where we communicate the
story of green, boutique Slovenia, supported by icons and 5-star experiences)

2

LEVEL OF MACRO
DESTINATIONS

3

LEVEL OF
PRODUCTS

PRIMARY
LEVEL
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VISUAL IDENTITY PRIMARY LEVEL

1. Bled

3. Piran

2. Bohinj

4. Kozjak waterfall
Piran

5. Lipica

6. Ljubljana

The selected motifs refer to iconic and other selected destinations in SLOVENIA AT THE PRIMARY LEVEL in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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7. Postojna cave
Legend:

Experience

Activity

Environment

VISUAL IDENTITY PRIMARY LEVEL

1. Maribor / Pohorje

4. Škocjan caves

2. Spa

5.Štanjel

3. Predjama castle

6. Logar valley

The selected motifs refer to selected destinations in SLOVENIA AT THE PRIMARY LEVEL in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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7. Triglav national park

VISUAL IDENTITY PRIMARY LEVEL

1. Velika planina

2. Maribor

4. Goriška brda

5. Vipava valley

The selected motifs refer to selected destinations in SLOVENIA AT THE PRIMARY LEVEL in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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3. Kurenti

6. Radovljica

LEVEL OF MACRO
DESTINATIONS
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VISUAL IDENTITY ON THE LEVEL OF MACRO DESTINATIONS ALPINE SLOVENIA

1. Soča valley

4. Bled
The selected motifs refer to key experiences in ALPINE SLOVENIA in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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3. Triglav national park

2. Bohinj

5. Logar valley

VISUAL IDENTITY ON THE LEVEL OF MACRO DESTINATIONS MEDITERRANEAN AND KARST SLOVENIA

1. Postojna cave

2. Slovenian Istria

4. Lipica stud farm

5. Goriška Brda and Vipava valley

The selected motifs refer to ikey experiences in MEDITERRANEAN AND KARST SLOVENIA in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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3. Sečovlje salt pans

VISUAL IDENTITY ON THE LEVEL OF MACRO DESTINATIONS LJUBLJANA AND CENTRAL SLOVENIA

1. Ljubljana

2.

4. Idrija

2. Velika planina

3. Kočevsko (Photo Marin Medak)

5. Kolpa river

The selected motifs refer to key experiences in LJUBLJANA AND CENTRAL SLOVENIA in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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VISUAL IDENTITY ON THE LEVEL OF MACRO DESTINATIONS THERMAL PANNONIAN SLOVENIA

2. Slovenian spas

1. Healthy waters

4. Local flavors

3. Slovenian historic towns

5. Nature

The selected motifs refer to key experiences in THERMAL PANNONIAN SLOVENIA in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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LEVEL OF
PRODUCTS
42

VISUAL IDENTITY LEVEL OF PRODUCTS TASTE SLOVENIA

1.Tradicional cuisine

2. Fine dining

4. Wine offer
The selected motifs refer to key sub-levels of product TASTE SLOVENIA in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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3. Gastronomic events (Photo: Anže Krže / Jezeršek gostinstvo)

5. Gastronomic events

VISUAL IDENTITY LEVEL OF PRODUCTS SLOVENIA SPAS

1.Wellness and selfness

4. Medical wellness (prevention)
The selected motifs refer to key sub-levels of product SLOVENIA SPAS in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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3.Wellness and selfness

2.Wellness and selfness

5. Aqua fun and thermal break

VISUAL IDENTITY LEVEL OF PRODUCTS SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

1. Cycling

4. Water activities

2. Hiking

5. Horse riding

The selected motifs refer to key sub-levels of product SLOVENIA OUTDOOR in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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3. Winter sports

6. Golf

VISUAL IDENTITY LEVEL OF PRODUCTS SLOVENIA NATURE

1. Relaxed in nature

2. Api Tourism

4. Animal observation

5. Natural Parks (Sečovlje salt pans)

The selected motifs refer to key sub-levels of product SLOVENIA NATURE in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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3. Forest selfness

VISUAL IDENTITY LEVEL OF PRODUCTS SLOVENIA CULTURE

1. Historical towns

2. Festivals

4. Museums and galeries

3. Street festivals

5. Cultural icons

The selected motifs refer to key sub-levels of product SLOVENIA CULTURE in line with the MY WAY communications platform.
The STB does not hold the rights to the photo.
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VISUAL IDENTITY LEVEL OF PRODUCTS SLOVENIA MEETINGS

1. Congresses

2. Conferences and business events

4. Incentives (Photo: KUS)
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3. Conferences and business events

5. Events and exhibitions (example sports events)

The selected motifs refer to the SLOVENIA MEETINGS product at a key sublevel, in line with the MY WAY communications platform. We do not currently have suitable visuals for this product that illustrate the character and the key
advantages (unique selling proposition – USP) of the product at the primary level (Slovenian energy, the possibility of holding business meetings in four different regions, personal approach and charm of the people). The visuals shown here
indicate the direction of the product’s visual identity, broken down into 4 sub-products:
MEETINGS (conferences and business events; from 10 to several hundred participants)
INCENTIVES (motivational travel; a very unique product, as its basic purpose is to motivate and reward employees and/or business partners; the great majority of clients are businesses; group size from 15 to 150 people)
CONGRESSES (the product is aimed at the classical congress attendee, a participant in a scientific/professional event; such events include 150 or more participants, up to 2000 participants in Slovenia)
EVENTS or EXHIBITIONS (the product includes all types of events – sports championships, amateur events, concerts and other types of events)

4.
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TYPOGRAPHY AND
COLOUR SCHEME

TYPOGRAPHY INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the typography used for purposes of the MY WAY
communications platform and the adopted colour scheme that is defined by
the corporate identity of the I Feel Slovenia brand.
In line with the Guide to the Use of the Slovenia Brand Corporate Identity, the
primary typography remains the Chaparral font family. The Chaparral font
family has a large number of members, which gives the user a large number of
options when using it. We recommend using Chaparral Semibold when using
the MY WAY communications platform.
When communicating using Word environments, e-mail correspondence and
PowerPoint presentations, use the recommended systemic secondary and
tertiary typography.
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TYPOGRAPHY THREE LEVELS

THREE LEVELS OF
TYPOGRAPHY
To support the corporate identity of the MY WAY
communications platform, the typography is used at three levels.
• The primary typography corresponds with the corporate
identity of the I Feel Slovenia brand. For all promotional
materials and tools at the hero level, we recommend using
Chaparral Semibold, which has a premium look and supports
the story of Slovenia as a green boutique destination for 5-star
experiences.
• The secondary font is Palatino Bold or Palatino Linotype. They
are used as supporting fonts in systems tools (Word, PowerPoint,
e-signature, etc.) and other communications tools at the support
level (titles, highlights).
• The tertiary typography are fonts in the Arial family. They are
used as supporting fonts in systems tools (Word, PowerPoint) at
the support level (text level).
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TYPOGRAPHY

C P A
PRIMARY
Chaparral family
Chaparral Semibold

SECUNDARY
Palatino Bold (Mac)
Palatino Linotype (Windows)

TERTIARY
Arial family
Arial

TYPOGRAPHY PRIMARY

PRIMARY
TYPOGRAPHY
The primary Chaparral font used for the I Feel Slovenia
brand was selected to support the corporate identity of the
MY WAY communications platform.
When using the MY WAY communications platform,
we recommend using Chaparral Semibold for all textual
elements at all levels except for body copy, for which
Chaparral Regular should be used.

CHAPARRAL
Light Regular Italic
Bold Bold Italic

Chaparral Light
ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

Chaparral Regular
ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

Chaparral Italic
ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

Chaparral Semibold

Chaparral Semibold Italic

Chaparral Bold

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890
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TYPOGRAPHY SECONDARY

SECONDARY
TYPOGRAPHY
To support the corporate identity of the MY WAY
communications platform, use the system font
Palatino Bold (Mac) or Palatino Linotype Bold
(Windows).
It should be used in communications tools
such as Word and PowerPoint, e-mail and other
communications where Chaparral cannot be used.

PALATINO
Regular Italic
Bold Bold Italic
Palatino Regular

Palatino Italic

The secondary fonts should be used in PowerPoint
at the level of titles and highlights. Loose spacing or
3 pt spacing should be used for such applications.

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

Palatino Linotype Bold

Palatino Bold

Palatino Bold Italic

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890
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ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

TYPOGRAPHY TERTIARY

TERTIARY
TYPOGRAPHY
The Arial font family should be used
as the tertiary typography to support
the corporate identity of the MY WAY
communications platform.
It should be used in communications
tools such as Word and PowerPoint
where Chaparral cannot be used.
The tertiary typography should be used
in PowerPoint as a supporting font in
text presentations. Its width and look
allow for broad application and create
a balance to the serif typography of the
secondary Palatino fonts.
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ARIAL

Regular Italic
Bold Bold Italic
Arial Regular

Arial Italic

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

Arial Bold

Arial Bold Italic

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

ABCČĆDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSŠTUVZŽ
abcčćdefghijklmnoprsštuvzž
1234567890

COLOR SCHEME CI OF BRAND I FEEL SLOVENIA

COLOUR
SCHEME
In presentations of Slovenia, green should
be used; the recommended colour is
Slovenian green (Pantone U 377).
The black-and-white version of the
characters is taken from the colour
characters.
In addition to green, Slovenia is
characterised by blue and white. These are
also colours that are connected with nature.
They are calming and have a purifying effect,
and white also symbolises the elementary
quality that lies at the heart of the Slovenia
brand. Both colours are subordinate to green
and can also be presented using motifs
that are usually associated with these two
colours.
Source: Guide to the Use of the Slovenia Brand Corporate Identity.
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ELEMENTS OF THE MY
WAY PLATFORM AT THE
PRIMARY LEVEL

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM SYSTEM
X/25

SYSTEM OF
ELEMENTS OF THE
COMMUNICATIONS
PLATFORM
The MY WAY communications platform is exceptionally
flexible. It allows the adaptation of motifs and hooks and
is designed to support the dynamic insertion of graphic
elements into texts.

I FEEL SLOVENIA logo
A heading that defines the level of communication
(products, macro destinations, geographic areas,
destinations)

JULIAN ALPS

MY WAY OF
FREEDOM.

Titles with the headline
“MY WAY OF ”, which is always an
(optional) motivational text in the local language,
which additionally clarifies and if possible
illustrates a specific example of a personalised
experience in Slovenia.

Explore Slovenia’s hidden gems in
unspoiled nature parks with merald rivers,
lakes and waterfalls. Find your favourite
hiking or biking trail, glamping site or rafting
adventure and discover true Slovenian
experiences in your own special way.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

The hashtags #ifeelsLOVEnia and #myway, which
should always be used in that order (one below the
other or in digital environments one after the other)
and always in English

The platform has a matrix structure, and therefore can
effectively present experiences at several different levels
(macro destinations, leading destinations, products, subproducts, seasons).

Photos, which are always at the level of hero communications (the first set of photos, which we call
PHOTOGRAPHS OF EXPERIENCES – as set out
in Chapter 3, which gives guidelines for the visual
part of the communications platform)
www.slovenia.info
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Web address

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM SYSTEM

SYSTEM OF
ELEMENTS OF THE
COMMUNICATIONS
PLATFORM

sublevels (products, macro destinations, geographic areas,
destinations) should be indicated above the title (MY WAY
OF ...) in a smaller font than the primary brand font – see
examples on p. 75. In the event of smaller off-line formats
the heading can be omitted, and is also not used in digital
advertising formats.

The primary visual is a category from the range of
experiences, with people in the middle of an attractive
activity that the tourist destination offers. The guidelines
for the visuals are presented in Chapter 3.

SUPPORTING TEXT
The supporting text below the title in a motivational hook
presents the character of the product, macro destination,
geographic area or destination, and can also emphasise
specific suggestions for experiences through which it
encourages the target tourist to explore the destination
in his or her own way. Supporting texts should be used
optionally, where reasonable with respect to the purpose
of communication, the communications tool and the size
of the advertising space.

HEADLINE

HASHTAGS AND WEBSITE

The primary text at the title level should always be in
the form of “MY WAY OF...” in the local language and in
the font size of the primary typography, followed by a
suffix relating to broader content (e.g. FINDING INNER
PEACE; EXPLORING; CHILLING OUT), which reflects the
fundamental qualities and content of the experience.

The two primary hashtags, #ifeelsLOVEnia and #myway,
are integral parts of the MY WAY communications
campaign. The www.slovenia.info website is also an
integral part of the campaign. When used with a hashtag,
#myway should in all cases be written in English in order
to provide more focused and simplified communication on
different target markets.

PRIMARY VISUAL
The system of communications solutions is organised into
key categories and elements.
I FEEL SLOVENIA LOGO
The I Feel Slovenia logo should always appear in the upper
left-hand corner in accordance with the brand’s corporate
identity.
HEADINGS
Primary communication of Slovenia should always appear
with the word for SLOVENIA in the local language, in the
same size as the headline in the title (MY WAY OF ...) –
see ex. PRIMARY LEVEL (SLOVENIA) on p. 75. Other
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experience at the destination to the level of the individual’s
personal choice, and thus gives it context and relevance.

The primary hook and the visual of the experience
are indivisibly connected such that the hook links the

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURE

ARCHITECTURAL
STRUCTURE
The architectural structure of the MY WAY
communications platform represents
communication at the primary level under
the auspices of the STB.

X/37

Z

Z

X/37

X/37

Z

Z

www.slovenia.info

X/37

X/37

Z

www.slovenia.info

SLOVENIA.
MY WAY OF
INNER PEACE.

MY WAY OF
CHILLING OUT.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

X/37

X/37

Z

Z

X/37

X/37

JULIAN ALPS

X/37

PORTOROŽ - PIRAN

MY WAY OF
TAKING IT EASY.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway
X

Z

www.slovenia.info

MY WAY OF
ESCAPE.

MY WAY OF
BOATING
AROUND.

X

Z

www.slovenia.info

LJUBLJANA
& CENTRAL SLOVENIA

S L O V E N I A S PA S

X

Z

www.slovenia.info

X

X

Key elements of the system:
• I Feel Slovenia logo
• uplifting motif of the experience
• inspirational headline that supports the
visual
• hashtags #ifeelsLOVEnia and #myway
www.slovenia.info
X/37

The system allows the STB to present
experiences at various levels (primary,
products, macro destinations, geographic
areas, destinations) thereby inspiring
visits to Slovenia.
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EXAMPLE:
PRIMARY LEVEL
(SLOVENIA)

www.slovenia.info

www.slovenia.info
X/37

X/37

X/37

EXAMPLE:
PRODUCT

X/37

www.slovenia.info
X/37

EXAMPLE:
MACRO DESTINATION

X/37

www.slovenia.info
X/37

EXAMPLE: GENERAL
GEOGRAPHIC AREA

*The architectural structure is presented in the form of a roll-up stand, therefore the website name should be located in the upper
right-hand corner.

X/37

X/37

EXAMPLE:
DESTINATION

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM HEADLINE IN LOCAL LANGUAGE

HEADLINE IN LOCAL
LANGUAGE

X/37

Z

Z

X/37

X/37

Z

Z

www.slovenia.info

S L O V E N I A C U LT U R E

X/37

Z

Z

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

MEINE ART DER
WEINSAFARI.

IL MOUNTAINBIKING
A MODO MIO.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway
X

X/37

www.slovenia.info

TA S T E S L O V E N I A

MY WAY OF
NOURISHING
THE SPIRIT.

The headline MY WAY OF should always be translated
into the local language. Here we list examples of usage
in English, German and Italian.

X/37

www.slovenia.info

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

X

X

Translations of the phrase MY WAY OF in local
languages are given in Chapter 2 (p. 21).

www.slovenia.info
X/37

EXAMPLE
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SLOVENIA CULTURE

www.slovenia.info
www.slovenia.info

www.slovenia.info
X/37

X/37

X/37

EXAMPLE

TASTE SLOVENIA

X/37

X/37

EXAMPLE

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY
OF PLATFORM
ELEMENTS

X/25

X/25

min. space

min.
space

destination under the I Feel Slovenia brand
at various levels, and to the requirements of
marketing communications tools.
The examples shown present a dynamic method
for laying out the elements of the MY WAY
platform. The visuals and headlines should
change in accordance with the communications
objectives.
The selection of motifs and headlines is
practically unlimited.
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JULIAN ALPS

MY WAY OF
LOREM IPSUM
DOLOR.

MY WAY OF
LOREM IPSUM
DOLOR.
M
M/2

Explore Slovenia’s hidden gems in an unspoiled
nature parks with merald rivers, lakes and
waterfalls. Find your favourite hiking or biking
trail, glamping site or rafting adventure and
discover true Slovenian experiences in your
own special way.

Explore Slovenia’s hidden gems in an unspoiled
nature parks with merald rivers, lakes and
waterfalls. Find your favourite hiking or biking
trail, glamping site or rafting adventure and
discover true Slovenian experiences in your
own special way.

M
M/2

X/25

min. space

min. space

S L O V E N I A N AT U R E

The MY WAY concept works as a broadly
applicable and exceptionally flexible
communications platform that effectively
responds to the various communications needs
of Slovenia as a tourist

X/25

SLOVENIA.
MY WAY OF
INNER PEACE.
M
M/2
#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

M/2S L O V E N I A O U T D O O R
M/2

MY WAY OF
LOREM IPSUM.

M
M/2

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

www.slovenia.info

Dynamic insertion of
text: heading, title,
accompanying text and
hashtags on the right-hand
side of the visual.

www.slovenia.info

Dynamic insertion of text:
title and hashtags on the
left-hand side of the visual
below the logo.

www.slovenia.info

Dynamic insertion of text:
title and hashtags on the
left-hand side of the visual
below the logo.

www.slovenia.info

Dynamic insertion of text:
heading, title and hashtags
on the left-hand side of the
visual below the logo.

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES
X/25

RULES FOR USING
THE GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS OF
THE MY WAY
COMMUNICATIONS
PLATFORM

X/25

min. space

min. space

min. space

min. space

SLOVENIA.
MY WAY OF
INNER PEACE.

SLOVENIA.
MY WAY OF
INNER PEACE.

There are million ways to feel Slovenia.
Everywhere and any time you go you’ll always
run into something that reflects your unique
taste and view of the world. The only question
that remains is: what’s going to be your way of
feeling Slovenia?

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

This section explains the rules for using the graphic
elements of the MY WAY communications platform:
• I Feel Slovenia logo
• fonts
• text layout
• distance between elements
• lines.
www.slovenia.info
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www.slovenia.info

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES
X/25

Y/17

I FEEL SLOVENIA
LOGO

Y/17

Y

Y/17

The I Feel Slovenia logo should always be positioned in the
upper left-hand corner in communications materials for
the MY WAY platform. The size and offset of the logo in
individual applications
should correspond with the brand’s corporate identity.
For more information see: Celostna grafična sledita
znamke Slovenija (Corporate Identity of the Slovenia
Brand) (http://www.ukom.gov.si/fileadmin/ukom. gov.
si/pageuploads/dokumenti/Programi_in_porocila/CGP_
prirocnik_znamke_-_slovenski_01.pdf)

Y/17

X/37

Z

X/37

X/10

X

X/37
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Z

X/37

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

TYPOGRAPHY
The primary Chaparral font used for the I Feel Slovenia
brand was selected to support the corporate identity of
the MY WAY communications platform. When using the
MY WAY communications platform, we recommend using
Chaparral Semibold for all textual elements at all levels, as
shown in the figure.
•
Large print
•
Small print

JULIAN ALPS

Chaparral Light - Capital (Tracking: 150)

MY WAY OF
FREEDOM.

Chaparral Semibold - Capital

Explore Slovenia’s hidden gems in
unspoiled nature parks with merald rivers,
lakes and waterfalls. Find your favourite
hiking or biking trail, glamping site or rafting
adventure and discover true Slovenian
experiences in your own special way.

Chaparral regular - Lowercase

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

Chaparral Semibold - Lowercase

www.slovenia.info
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Chaparral Semibold - Lowercase

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES
X/25

Y/17

Y/17

min. space

min. space

min. space
min. space

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

MY WAY
OF RAMBLING
AROUND.

TYPOGRAPHY –
FONT SIZE

SLOVENIA.
MY WAY OF
INNER PEACE.

Get lost on your favourite trail, climb towering
peaks, dive into crystal clear waters or have
a one-on-one with pristine nature. Discover
exhilarating Slovenian experiences in your own
special way.

Y

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

www.slovenia.info

The font size of the primary headline (title) is determined
using the basic module of the letter M, which is always in
correlation to the layout of the I Feel Slovenia logo.

www.slovenia.info

Y/17

Y/17

Billboard

AD
X/37

Z

Z

X/37

www.slovenia.info

min. space

X/10

T H E R M A L PA N N O N I A N
SLOVENIA

MY WAY OF
WELLBEING.

The examples show the specifics of the letter M in various
communications tools.
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MY WAY
OF MAKING
FRIENDS.

Rejuvenate yourself in rich mineral waters,
nourish the spirit with exquisite wine and unwind
in the slow pace of the serene flatlands.

X

X/37

Video

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

X/37

Roll-up

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES
X/25

TYPOGRAPHY –
AD SIZE
The initial starting point for laying out the size of the module for the letter M
in advertising formats is a ratio of 4:6. This means that the height of the letter
M is equal to 4/6 of the height of the left side of the I Feel Slovenia logo.
In the case of a larger amount of text or long words in the headline, the size
of the module for the letter M can be reduced, but by no more than to a size
of 3/6 of the height of the left side of the logo. In this case, the size of the
remaining text should be reduced proportionately.

min. space

min. space

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

MY WAY
OF RAMBLING
AROUND.

Get lost on your favourite trail, climb towering
peaks, dive into crystal clear waters or have
a one-on-one with pristine nature. Discover
exhilarating Slovenian experiences in your own
special way.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

The size of the supporting text below the headline must take legibility into
account and should not be smaller than 10 pt.
The layout of the text (headline in the title, supporting text and hashtags) is
dynamic and can be adapted to the composition of the image. Examples are
given in Chapter 5.
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www.slovenia.info

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

TYPOGRAPHY –
FONT SIZE,
BILLBOARDS
The initial starting point for laying out the size
of the module for the letter M for large outdoor
advertisements (billboards) is a ratio of 4:6. This means
that the height of the letter M is equal to 4/6 of the
height of the left side of the I Feel Slovenia logo.

Y/17

Y/17

min. space

min. space

SLOVENIA.
MY WAY OF
INNER PEACE.
Y

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

In the case of a larger amount of text or long words in
the headline, the size of the module for the letter M
can be reduced, but by no more than to a size of 3/6 of
the height of the left side of the logo.

www.slovenia.info
Y/17
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Y/17

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES
X/37

Z

Z

X/37

www.slovenia.info

TYPOGRAPHY –
FONT SIZE,
ROLL-UP

min. space

T H E R M A L PA N N O N I A N
SLOVENIA

MY WAY OF
WELLBEING.
Rejuvenate yourself in rich mineral waters,
nourish the spirit with exquisite wine and unwind
in the slow pace of the serene flatlands.

The initial starting point for laying out the size of the module for the
letter M for roll-up stands is a ratio of 4:6. This means that the height
of the letter M is equal to 4/6 of the height of the left side of the I Feel
Slovenia logo.

X

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

In the case of a larger amount of text or long words in the headline, the
size of the module for the letter M can be reduced, but by no more than to
a size of 3/6 of the height of the left side of the logo. In this case, the size
of the remaining text should be reduced proportionately.
The use of supporting texts on roll-up stands is not recommended. If a
supporting text is used, it must take legibility into account and should
not be smaller than 70 pt
X/37
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X/37

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

TYPOGRAPHY –
FONT SIZE,
VIDEO
The initial starting point for laying out the size of the
module for the letter M in videos is a ratio of 5:6. This
means that the height of the letter M is equal to 5/6 of the
height of the left side of the I Feel Slovenia logo.
In the case of a larger amount of text or long words in the
headline, the size of the module for the letter M can be
reduced, but by no more than to a size of 4/6 of the height
of the left side of the logo.
The same font size should be used throughout the video.
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X/10

MY WAY
OF MAKING
FRIENDS.

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES
X/25

TYPOGRAPHY –
FONT SIZE,
TEXT
The font size for headings (name of product, macro destination, geographical
area, destination) is one-half the height of the font size of the headline (M/2).
The size of supporting texts must take legibility into account. The size of the
font for both hashtags is equal to the height of the module for the letter M.

min. space

min. space

SLOVENIA.
MY WAY OF
INNER PEACE.
There are million ways to feel Slovenia.
Everywhere and any time you go you’ll always
run into something that reflects your unique
taste and view of the world. The only question
that remains is: what’s going to be your way of
feeling Slovenia?

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

The primary Chaparral font should be used for all textual elements in
accordance with the corporate identity of the I Feel Slovenia brand, and
Chaparral Semibold should be used as the default font when using the MY
WAY communications platform.

www.slovenia.info
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ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

TEXT LAYOUT
X/25

X/25

min. space

The layout of the text (headline in the title, supporting text and hashtags) is
dynamic and can be adapted to the composition of the image. Examples are
given in Chapter 5.
The minimum offset of the headline is determined from the I Feel Slovenia
logo downwards (in case of layout below the logo) and to the right (in case of
layout of the text to the left). The minimum offset of the text from the logo
downwards equals the height of the I Feel Slovenia logo. The minimum offset
of the text from the logo to the right equals one half of the basic length of the I
Feel Slovenia logo.
The text alignment (headline in the title, supporting text and hashtags) should
be left-justified. The width of a column for a supporting text should equal the
width of the column of the primary headline.
In order to increase legibility, the text background should be darkened. The
darkened background should be undetectable to the eye, using the colour scale
of the motif. The primary headline and headings should always be printed in
capital letters.
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The inscription www.slovenia.info should be placed either in the lower
right-hand corner or the upper right-hand corner (only in the case of a
roll-up stand in order to increase visibility).

min. space

min. space

min. space

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

MY WAY
OF RAMBLING
AROUND.

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

MY WAY
OF RAMBLING
AROUND.

Get lost on your favourite trail, climb towering
peaks, dive into crystal clear waters or have
a one-on-one with pristine nature. Discover
exhilarating Slovenian experiences in your own
special way.

Get lost on your favourite trail, climb towering
peaks, dive into crystal clear waters or have
a one-on-one with pristine nature. Discover
exhilarating Slovenian experiences in your own
special way.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

www.slovenia.info

www.slovenia.info

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

FONT COLOUR
The phrase MY WAY in the primary headline should always
be printed in white, and the suffix always in green.
The corporate green is defined in the Guide to the Use of
the I Feel Slovenia Brand Corporate Identity, and for the
MY WAY communications platform, 50% of the value of the
corporate green colour should be used.
Supporting texts and hashtags should always be printed in
white.

72

MY WAY OF
NOURISHING
THE SPIRIT.

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

DISTANCES BETWEEN
ELEMENTS

X/25

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

The distance between the headline and the heading is equal to one-half of the
height of the font of the headline (M/2).
The distance between the headline and a line is equal to one half of the
distance equalling one-and-a-half times the height of the font of the headline
(M+M/2).
The distance between the headline and the supporting text, or hashtags when
there is no supporting text, is equal to one-and-a-half times the height of the
font of the headline (M+M/2).

MY WAY
OF RAMBLING
AROUND.

Get lost on your favourite trail, climb towering
peaks, dive into crystal clear waters or have
a one-on-one with pristine nature. Discover
exhilarating Slovenian experiences in your own
special way.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

The distance between the supporting text and the hashtags is equal to oneand-a-half times the height of the font of the headline (M+M/2).

www.slovenia.info
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ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

X/25

LINES
The length of a line should always conform to the length
of the upper edge of the I Feel Slovenia logo used in the
communications tool. The size of the logo is determined
in accordance with the brand’s corporate identity with
respect to the format.

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

MY WAY
OF RAMBLING
AROUND.

Get lost on your favourite trail, climb towering
peaks, dive into crystal clear waters or have
a one-on-one with pristine nature. Discover
exhilarating Slovenian experiences in your own
special way.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

The line thickness should match the thickness of the serif
part of the font in the title (headline).

www.slovenia.info
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ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

X/25

HASHTAGS
The hashtags should be printed in white and on two lines.
The hashtag #ifeelsLOVEnia should always be printed on
the first line, and the hashtag #myway on the second. In
primary communication, the hashtags should always be
aligned with the left side of the text box, matching the
justification of the headline and
supporting text.

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

MY WAY
OF RAMBLING
AROUND.

Get lost on your favourite trail, climb towering
peaks, dive into crystal clear waters or have
a one-on-one with pristine nature. Discover
exhilarating Slovenian experiences in your own
special way.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

www.slovenia.info
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ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

X/25

RULES FOR USING
SECONDARY LOGOS
– ADVERTISEMENT
In advertisements, secondary logos should be positioned in the upper
right-hand corner, always in a size that is smaller than the size of the
primary I Feel Slovenia logo.
Secondary logos should always be used on a monochrome background
(white or black).

LOGO2

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR

MY WAY
OF RAMBLING
AROUND.

Get lost on your favourite trail, climb towering
peaks, dive into crystal clear waters or have
a one-on-one with pristine nature. Discover
exhilarating Slovenian experiences in your own
special way.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

When using marketing communications tools for the MY WAY
communications platform, only one secondary logo can be added, which
supports and enhances the message to the greatest possible extent.
www.slovenia.info
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ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES
X/37

Z

Z

X/37

www.slovenia.info

LOGO2

RULES FOR USING
SECONDARY LOGOS
– ROLL-UP

T H E R M A L PA N N O N I A N
SLOVENIA

MY WAY OF
WELLBEING.
X

On roll-up stands, secondary logos should be positioned
low, below the primary I Feel Slovenia logo, always in a size
that is smaller than the size of the primary I Feel Slovenia
logo.

Rejuvenate yourself in rich mineral waters,
nourish the spirit with exquisite wine and unwind
in the slow pace of the serene flatlands.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

Secondary logos should always be used on a monochrome
background (white or black).
When using marketing communications tools for the MY
WAY communications platform, only one secondary logo
can be added, which supports and enhances the message
to the greatest possible extent.
X/37
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X/37

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

RULES FOR USING
GRAPHIC ELEMENTS IN
DIGITAL FORMATS
The text size in digital formats should take legibility into
account. The layout is dynamic and takes account of the
composition of the visual and the format of the advertisement.
Digital ads should always conclude with a display of the I Feel
Slovenia logo. Below it, a line should first appear, on which the
hashtag #myway should gradually appear letter by letter.
The thickness of the end line of a digital ad should be equal to the
thickness of the serif of the letter “I” in the word Slovenia in the
IFS logo.
In this way we are trying to show a personal approach, as when
writing text messages on a mobile phone.
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#my

#myway

The distance between the hashtag and a line is equal to one half of the distance equalling one-and-a-half times the
height of the font of the letter M (M+M/2). The length of the line and the hashtag should be equal to one half of the
length of the I Feel Slovenia logo.

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

X/10

RULES FOR USE
OF GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS IN
VIDEO FORMATS
FONT SIZE
The rules for determining the size of the module for the
letter M in video formats are given on page 85.
LINE LENGTH
The length of a line below a text (headline) should be
constant throughout the video. It should conform to the
length of the upper edge of the I Feel Slovenia logo (for
additional clarification see
page 90).
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M

MY WAY
OF MAKING
FRIENDS.
M/2
M/2
M/2

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

RULES FOR USE
OF GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS IN
VIDEO FORMATS
FINAL DISPLAY OF LOGO
The final scene of the video should always be a display
of the I Feel Slovenia logo. Its length should be equal to
6 units of the module for the letter M, as shown in the
example.
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MMMMMM

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

RULES FOR USE
OF GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS IN
VIDEO FORMATS
HASHTAGS
Below the logo, both hashtags #ifeelsLOVEnia and
#myway should be displayed first, with a line gradually
appearing below the hashtags.
The use of the hashtags has to be determined with regard
to the context in respect of the timing of the video. If
possible, the hashtags can be displayed separately (first
#ifeelsLOVEnia, then #myway), using
a fade-in/fade-out.
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M/2 #ifeelsLOVEnia
M/2
M/2 #myway
M/2
M/2
M/2

LOGO/2

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

RULES FOR USE
OF GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS IN
VIDEO FORMATS
BACKGROUND
The final display of the visual should always fade to
black.
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#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

RULES FOR USE
OF GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS IN
VIDEO FORMATS
LENGTH OF LINE IN FINAL DISPLAY
The length of the line in the final display should be
equal to one-half of the length of the upper edge of
the logo shown.

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway
LOGO/2

THICKNESS OF LINE IN FINAL DISPLAY
The thickness of the line should be equal to the
thickness of the serif of the letter “I” in the word
Slovenia in the IFS logo.
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ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

RULES FOR USE
OF GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS IN
VIDEO FORMATS
WEBSITE
After the display of the hashtags, the address of the
www.slovenia.info website should be displayed below
the logo.
The website name should fade-in/fade-out.
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www.slovenia.info

ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

RULES FOR USE
OF GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS
WITHOUT VISUALS

MY WAY
OF STARTING
A NEW
FRIENDSHIP.

MY WAY
OF COFFEE
BREAK.

MY WAY
OF CASUAL
HANGING OUT.

MY WAY
OF EXPERIENCING
SLOVENIA.

MY WAY
OF LATE SUMMER
REFRESHMENT.

MY WAY
OF LUXURY.

This section presents the rules for using the MY WAY
platform when using the graphic element of the headline
without a visual (e.g. on drink coasters).
The text should always appear on a black background, leftjustified and in the primary font.
The phrase MY WAY should always be printed in white,
and the remainder of the text in green, as set out in the
Guide to the Use of the I Feel Slovenia Brand Corporate
Identity. The texts should be left-justified.
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ELEMENTS OT THE MY WAY PLATFORM RULES

RULES FOR USE
OF GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS
WITHOUT VISUALS
For one-sided messages the I Feel Slovenia logo should always be centred
above the MY WAY headline.
The length of a line should always conform to the length of the upper edge
of the I Feel Slovenia logo used in the communications tool. The size of the
logo is determined in accordance with the brand’s corporate identity with
respect to the format.
The line thickness should match the thickness of the serif part of the font
in the title (headline). The thickness of the line should be equal to the
thickness of the serif under which it is positioned.
The hashtags #ifeelsLOVEnia and #myway and www.slovenia.info are
integral parts of the visual.
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MY WAY OF
STARTING
A NEW
FRIENDSHIP.

MY WAY
#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway
www.slovenia.info
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COMMUNICATIONS TONE
AND STORY

COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY INTRUDUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This section presents the story and the key identifiers of
the MY WAY communications platform for purposes of
the promotion of Slovenia as a tourist destination under
the I Feel Slovenia brand.
PRIMARY STORY
The primary presentation of the story is crucial to the
uniform conceptualisation and consolidation of the
MY WAY communications platform among various
stakeholders that come into contact with Slovenia as a
tourist destination under the I Feel Slovenia brand.
The story of the MY WAY primary communications
platform for purposes of the promotion of Slovenia as
a tourist destination under the I Feel Slovenia brand is
presented separately for the
end user segment and the business sector and other
stakeholders segment.
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The story also makes use of key identifiers that
support and further consolidate the importance of the
communications design solution.
IDENTIFIERS
The key identifiers support the MY WAY communications
platform, i.e. reflect its fundamental qualities. They are
intended to support the promotion of Slovenia at the
primary level, and to support communications at the level
of core products, macro destinations, combined products
and other partners of the STB.
The identifiers are divided into three main groups:
• primary level (words that support the MY WAY concept
at all levels)
• macro destinations level (words that support
the character of the macro destinations and iconic

destinations using the MY WAY concept)
• products level (words that support the content of the
product and sub-products using the MY WAY concept)
• other support words within the individual categories
The key words at the primary level are used in a
corresponding manner at all levels of communication
(destination, product, communications tools, etc.).
In line with the MY WAY concept, the key words reflect the
aspects of experience, personalisation, individual choice,
authenticity, and the uniqueness and diversity of the
product range. They also support the vision of Slovenia as
a green boutique destination for 5-star experiences.

CCOMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY B2C

MY WAY - B2C
What’s your perfect holiday? Does it
include a touch of the unexpected? Is it
marked by friendships and memories that
will stay with you for a lifetime? Filled with
unique and rare authentic experiences?
DIVERSITY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Whether you’re chasing cultural highs or pursuing
nature’s pleasures, whether you prefer to tread
lightly or veer off the beaten path, there’s a good
chance you’ll find what you’re looking for here.
Sure, it may not be easy to find Slovenia on a
map, but you’ll have a hard time finding a place
so small offering so much. That’s what you get
when you sit at the crossroads of the Alps and the
Mediterranean, the Karst and the Great Pannonian
Plain. This is a place where you’re truly free to
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explore, indulge and go with your gut.
MY WAY OF EXPLORING
Get lost on your favourite hiking or biking trail
in the Alps and find your way to a glamping site
or five-star mountain bungalow. Explore the
depths of the ancient Kočevje forest or dip into the
underground rivers of the Škocjan caves.
MY WAY OF GOING TO TOWN
Mingle with locals at some of the most memorable
local and international festivals in the region such
as Ljubljana Festival, the Ptuj’s Days of Poetry
& Wine festival, Metal Days on the edge of the
emerald Soča river or Kurentovanje, an authentic
version of Mardi Gras.
MY WAY OF SAVOURING
Immerse yourself in cultural sights and see what’s

cooking at Ljubljana’s open-air Open Kitchen. If
you’re in the mood for something more intimate,
enjoy the hospitality of the World’s best female
chef. Explore culinary masterpieces and traditional
flavours with a modern twist.
MY WAY OF UNWINDING
Indulge yourself in boutique spas, hotels, wellness
resorts, chalets and wineries of Thermal Pannonian
Slovenia. Or book a personal homestead on Velika
Planina where you can sink your teeth into 100 %
natural homemade delicacies from nearby eco farms.
Everywhere and any time you go you’ll always find
something that reflects your taste and view of the
world. The only question that remains is: what’s
going to be your way of feeling Slovenia?

COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY B2C

MY WAY - B2B
In today’s travel market, there
is a greater demand for unique,
sharable, and increasingly personal
and individualized experiences. The
consumer has taken control. They create
content, they are the influencers and
they have re-defined core ideas like the
meaning of “luxury”.
DESIGNING PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
Unique trips designed by the traveler are the new
norm. Slovenia is taking advantage of all of its
natural and cultural assets to cater to self-indulgent
visitors, allowing them to focus and explore
the destination based on their specific desires,
preferences and needs. In this regard, we are
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giving our visitors the tools to curate their travel
experiences according to their interests, available
time, and individual budgets.
EXCITING IN EVERY SEASON
Sitting at the crossroads of the Alps and the
Mediterranean, between Karst and the Great
Pannonian Plain, Slovenia is still a place where
natural beauty reigns supreme. However, visitors
are greeted with a vast array of tailored products
and unique five-star experiences in all of Slovenia’s
tourist regions. An adventure experience in the
Alpine region could combine backcountry skiing
with a local guide, hiking, ice climbing and relaxing
in one of many welcoming mountain chalets. A
wellness experience in the Thermal Pannonian
region may include spas, thermal baths, fine
food, great wine and cooking classes all in the

same trip. Similarly, a culinary experience in the
Mediterranean & Karst region could include
walking through vineyards, wine-tasting with a
world-renowned winemaker, exploring the Chef’s
garden and retiring inside for an exquisite fivecourse dinner. A cultural experience in Ljubljana
& Central Slovenia can bring together various
traditional celebrations with international festivals,
as well as unguided exploration of the vast cultural
heritage. You can also discover the most pristine
nature and primeval forests during hikes on wellmarked trails in the Kočevje region.
INSPIRING INDIVIDUALIZED TRAVELLER
This new direction provides highly individualized
consumers with a plethora of choices, freeing them
up to their senses and inviting them to experience
Slovenia in their own unique way.

COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY B2C - LONGER, PRINT

MY WAY - B2C, LONGER, PRINT
(1000 characters with spacings)
Whether you’re into chasing cultural
highs or nature’s pleasures, treading
lightly or veering off the beaten path,
there’s a good chance you’ll find it here.
Sure, it may not be easy to find Slovenia
on a map, but you’ll have a hard time
finding a place so small offering so
much. Here, you’re truly free to explore,
indulge and go with your gut.
Get lost on your favourite biking trail in the Alps
and find your way to a glamping site or five-star
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mountain bungalow. Mingle with the locals at some
of the most memorable local and international
festivals in the region such as Metal Days on the
edge of the emerald Soča river. Immerse yourself in
cultural sights and see what’s cooking at Ljubljana’s
open-air Open Kitchen. Or unwind at one of the
many boutique spas, hotels, chalets and wineries of
the Thermal Pannonian Slovenia.
Everywhere you go you’ll always find something
that reflects your taste and view of the world. The
only question that remains is: what’s going to be
your way of feeling Slovenia?

COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY B2B - LONGER, PRINT

MY WAY - B2B, LONGER, PRINT
(1000 characters with spacings)
Sitting at the crossroads of the Alps and
the Mediterranean, between Karst and
the Great Pannonian Plain, Slovenia is
still a place where natural beauty reigns
supreme. However, visitors are greeted
with a vast array of tailored products
and five-star experiences in all of its
tourist regions and in every season.
An experience in the Alpine region could combine
backcountry skiing, hiking, ice climbing and
relaxing in a five-star mountain chalet. The
Thermal Pannonian region can offer spas, great
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wine, and cooking classes all in the same trip.
Visitors to Mediterranean & Karst can befriend a
world-renowned winemaker and explore the Chef’s
garden before retiring to a world-class dinning
experience, while Ljubljana & Central Slovenia
are able to bring together various international
festivals and exploration of the vast cultural
heritage or pristine nature with primeval forests in
the Kočevje region.
Slovenia provides highly individualized consumers
with a plethora of choices, freeing them up to their
senses and inviting them to experience it in their
own unique way.

COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY B2C - SHORTER DIGITAL

MY WAY - B2C, SHORTER, DIGITAL
(140 and 280 characters with spacings)
B2C (280 characters)

B2C (140 characters)

Sure, it may not be easy to find Slovenia on a map,
but you’ll have a hard time finding a place so small
offering so much. Everywhere you go you’ll always
find something that reflects your taste and view of
the world. So, what’s going to be your way of feeling
Slovenia?

There are a million ways to feel Slovenia.
Everywhere you go, you’ll always find something
that speaks to your heart. What will be your way of
feeling Slovenia?
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY B2B - SHORTER DIGITAL

MY WAY - B2B, SHORTER, DIGITAL
140 and 280 characters with spacings)
B2B (280 characters)

B2B (140 characters)

Slovenia is still a place where natural beauty reigns
supreme. However, visitors are greeted with a vast
array of tailored five-star experiences in all of its
tourist regions. It provides a plethora of choices to
visitors and invites them to experience it in their
own unique way.

Visitors to Slovenia are presented with a plethora
of tailored five-star experiences and invited to
experience them in their own unique way.
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

PRIMARY IDENTIFIERS
The key words at the primary level present the basic message of the “big idea” and the
MY WAY communications platform in the most representative manner. They can be
used for communication at all levels and on all tools.

MY WAY
95

COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

PRIMARY IDENTIFICATION
WORDS

MY WAY
96

{

• experience, indulge, explore, immerse, mingle, discover, unwind
•b
 outique, personal, personalised, unique, authentic, local, green, worldrenowned, memories, stories, experiences
• s urprising, exclusive, exciting, delightful, unexpected, picturesque,
unforgettable, five-star, life-long memories
• new luxury, new experience economy, individualised traveller, tailored
• Slovenia Unique Experiences
• designing personalized experiences
PHRASES, INVITATION
• Discover true Slovenian experiences in your own special way.
• A place where you’re free to go your own way.
• There are million of ways to feel Slovenia. Everywhere you go, you’ll always
find something that reflects your taste and view of the world. What will be
your way of feeling Slovenia?

COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

IDENTIFICATION
WORDS AT THE
LEVEL OF MAKRO
DESTINATIONS
The key words at the level of macro destinations present the MY WAY concept
in the most representative manner through the character of the selected macro
destination, its iconic destinations and representative activities (“what to do”).
They are divided into five categories:
• CHARACTER
• EXPERIENCES
• ACTIVITIES
• ENVIRONMENT / PRODUCT RANGE
• LEADING DESTINATIONS
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

ALPINE SLOVENIA
“ACTIVITIES AMONG THE HIGHEST
MOUNTAINS AND THE WILDEST WATERS.”
CHARACTER: freedom, adventure, refreshment, natural luxury
EXPERIENCES: explore, escape, go with the flow, diving in, taking a stroll, cooling off
ENVIRONMENT / FEATURES: pristine nature, dramatic vistas, hidden gems, glacial
valley(s), highest peaks, crystal clear river(s), lakes, waterfalls, national park, outdoor
centres, active holidays, nature & wildlife, natural beauty
ACTIVITIES: active holidays, mountain-biking, biking, hiking, water activities,
skiing, fly fishing/fishing, golf, winter sports, adrenaline sports; * ustrezne tudi
besede nosilnih produktov za to MD
LEADING DESTINATIONS: Bled, Bohinj, Soča Valley, Radovljica, Kranjska Gora,
Kranj, Upper-Savinja Valley, Logar Valley, Julian Alps, Kamnik-Savinja Alps, Pohorje,
Karawanks, Triglav National Park, Vršiš Pass, Mt Triglav, Kanin, Julian Alps Trail,
Alpe Adria Trail, Walk of Peace
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

MEDITERRANEAN AND KARST
SLOVENIA
“GLOBAL SURPRISES FROM SALT PANS
TO KARST CAVES.”
CHARACTER: refreshment, freedom, romance, laid-back, global surprises
EXPERIENCE: indulge, regenerate, re-activate, relax, unwind, taking it easy, taste, enjoy
ENVIRONMENT / FEATURES: world-famous landmark(s), coastal town(s), historical
towns, karst caves, underground wonders, wine country, world famous wines, salt
pans, fine dining, homegrown delicacies, Mediterranean cuisine, olive oil, local wines,
Piran salt, sunsets, foodie heaven
ACTIVITIES: wellbeing, selfness, wellness, thalasso therapy, culture, sailing, horseback
riding; * ustrezne tudi besede nosilnih produktov za to MD
LEADING DESTINATIONS: Slovenian Istria, Portorož/Portorose, Piran/Pirano, Izola/
Isola, Koper/Capodistria, Ankaran/Ancarano, Nova Gorizia, Vipava Valley, Brda,
Postojna Cave, Škocjan Caves, Lipica Stud Farm, Štanjel, Lake Cerknica, Sečovlje saltpans
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

LJUBLJANA AND CENTRAL
SLOVENIA
“LIVELINESS OF THE CAPITAL AND NATURE
HIKES - TO PRIMEVAL FORESTS.”
CHARACTER: urban culture, lively, lifestyle, charming, capital, UNESCO heritage,
rich cultural heritage, meeting of cultures, untouched nature, mysterious nature
EXPERIENCES: immerse, mingle, going to town, experiencing culture, escape
ENVIRONMENT / FEATURES: Ljubljanica river, mystical forest, historic towns,
events, art, festivals, traditional folklore, fine dining, foodie heaven
ACTIVITIES: city strolling, touring, excursions, hiking, biking; * ustrezne tudi besede
nosilnih produktov za to MD
LEADING DESTINATIONS: Ljubljana, Škofja Loka, Idrija, Kamnik, Novo mesto,
Cerklje, Krvavec, Bela krajina, Kočevsko, Velika planina, Vrhnika
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

THERMAL PANNONIAN
SLOVENIA
“FEELING GOOD BETWEEN THERMAL SPAS AND
WINE-GROWING HILLS.”
CHARACTER: healthy, charming, rustic, hearty local cuisine, friendly countryside,
premium indulgence, luxury
EXPERIENCES: rejuvenating, benefitiary, chilling out, nourishing the spirit,
encountering history
ENVIRONMENT / FEATURES: natural health resorts, spas, mineral water, thermal
waters, healthy waters, thermal springs, historic town(s), wine growing hills, sunny
hills, vineyards, family farm(s), local homemade delicacies, culture, festivals, wine,
poetry, convent(s) and monasterie(s), castles
ACTIVITIES: exhilarating waterpark(s), aquafun/thermal water parks, wellness,
selfness, mindfullness, medical wellness, preventive care, healing, treatments, biking
* ustrezne tudi besede nosilnih produktov za to MD
LEADING DESTINATIONS: Ptuj, Celje, Pomurje, Novo mesto, Podčetrtek, Dobrna,
Laško, Velenje – Topolšica, Zreče, Čatež and Posavje, Dolenjska
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

IDENTIFICATION
WORDS ON PRODUCT
LEVEL
The key words at the level of core products present the MY WAY concept in the most
representative manner through the content of the selected core product, its subproducts and representative activities. They are divided into five categories:
• EXPERIENCES
• CHARACTER
• ACTIVITIES
• SUB-PRODUCTS
• ENVIRONMENT
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

SLOVENIA SPAS
EXPERIENCE: indulge, pamper, loosen up, revitalise, chilL(ing) out, wellbeing,
wellness, mindfullness, selfness, unwind, relax, unplug, recharge, refill, family fun
FEATURES: Slovenian natural spas, healthy, healthy waters, healing waters,
land of healthy waters, land of health, thermal and mineral springs, centuries of
tradition, natural healing resources, world famous drinking waters, therapeutic,
peace of mind, vigorous, energising, personal touch, attentive, discreet,
pleasurable, intimate, world-class comfort, romantic getaways, spa&wine,
entertainment, cleansing, natural, proven
SUB-PRODUCTS: health resort treatments, prevention, medical wellness,
wellness, selfness, aquafun, thermal water parks, medical centres, spas, health
resorts
ACTIVITIES: massages, therapies, baths, sauna(s), rituals, swimming, water
adventures, water slides, hiking, biking, wellness & ski, gastronomy
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

SLOVENIA OUTDOOR
EXPERIENCE: explore, escape, discover, relax, unwind, stimulate the senses,
diving in, energize
FEATURES: outdoor, adventure, active, adrenaline, freedom, dynamic,
refreshment/refreshing, being one with nature, exhilarating,
ENVIRONMENT: mountains, highlands, plains, long-distance trails, rivers, lakes,
sea, nature park(s), pristine nature, path, soar, scenic route(s), breathtaking
view(s)/landscape(s), natural high(s), uncharted, off-road
SUB-PRODUCTS & ACTIVITIES: biking, hiking, winter sports, water activities,
adrenaline sports, horseback riding, golf, mountain-biking, on-road biking,
trekking, long-distance biking, bike parks, skiing, cross-country skiing, boating,
rafting, canoeing, kayaking, sailing, bathing, diving, cruising, climbing,
parachuting/skydiving, gliding, paragliding, bouldering, ice climbing, camping,
glamping
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

SLOVENIA NATURE
EXPERIENCE: discover, reconnect, engage with nature, recenter, let go, breathe,
carefree, refreshment, harmony, being one with nature, freedom, hidden gems
FEATURES: pristine, untouched, protected, wilderness, solitude, picturesque,
selfness, inner peace, green, sustainable, responsible, diverse, authentic
ENVIRONMENT: nature parks, lakes, rivers, waterfalls, parks, karst caves,
mountains, hills, valleys, countryside, salt pans, rich flora & fauna, biodiversity,
endemic species
ACTIVITIES: outdoor, hiking, biking, selfness, stress relief, animal watching
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

TASTE SLOVENIA
EXPERIENCE: taste, discover, to your taste, foodie heaven, foodcation
FEATURES: local, authentic, seasonal, world-renowned, world-famous, gourmet,
green, sustainable, unique, heritage, local ingredients, natural flavours, healthy
food, homemade, homegrown ingredients, organic, bees, honey, wines, farms,
wineries, food festivals, traditional with a modern twist, signature dish(es), cozy,
family-owned, savoury, zero kilometer/0 km, delicacies, unconventional, diverse,
top chefs, wine makers/producers, drinking water
SUB-PRODUCTS: fine dining/top quality restaurants, traditional cuisine, wine
cellar(s)/wine cellar experiences gastronomical events, unique food/culinary
expriences
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STOR IDENTIFICATION WORDS

SLOVENIA MEETINGS
EXPERIENCE: inspiring, motivating, energizing, business & pleasure, flexible,
tailored to your needs, doing business, meeting people, connecting, networking,
growing
FEATURES: authentic, natural charm, flexibility, diversity, personal touch, 24th
smile, team flexibility, sophisticated, energising, versatile, attentive staff, genuine
hospitality, stress-free, professional, 4 by 4 Slovenia, four seasons, four key MICE
products, four experience regions
ENVIRONMENT: picturesque surroundings, easily accessible, at the crossroads,
exceptional venue(s), multitude of leisure activities, casual atmosphere
SUB-PRODUCTS: congresses, conventions, exhibitions, trade shows, corporate
events, incentive meetings in the cities, meetings in the Alps, meetings in natural
spas, and meetings on the coast and the Karst
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COMMUNICATION TONE AND STORY IDENTIFICATION WORDS

SLOVENIA CULTURE
EXPERIENCE: mingle, feel the pulse, free spirit(s), laid-back atmosphere, lasting
impression(s), local lifestyle
FEATURES: original, local spirit, vibrant, welcoming, friendly, diverse, quaint,
wellpreserved, spectacular surroundings, rich history, rare find(s), rich cultural
tradition, ancient, age-old tradition(s), romantic, historic towns, Plečnik’s legacy
SUB-PRODUCTS: historic towns, attractions, festivals, events, museums, galleries,
music, art, film and theatre, castles, churches, convents, monasteries, architectural
attractions, iconic attractions, carnival celebrations
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9.
109

USE OF THE PLATFORM
IN DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS INTRODUCTION

MY WAY
DIGITAL CAMPAIGN
This section presents the breakdown and application of the MY WAY concept for
primary comprehensive digital campaigns whose chief purpose is to increase recognition
and
to encourage arrivals outside the summer season.
Firstly we should explain the use of the communications platform when using digital
communications tools and digital channels. Below at the visual level we present the
application of the concept for purposes of digital campaigns and present the scope of the
platform for the use of CTAs and promotional/sales hooks.
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USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS MY WAY CONCEPT

MY WAY
CONCEPT
The MY WAY communications platform offers exceptional
flexibility for adapting messages to various segment
groups and markets.
NAMING CAMPAIGNS
When using the new MY WAY communications platform,
individual campaigns are not named (e.g.: “Slovenia. Make
new memories.”), thus allowing us to preserve the focus
and simplicity of the messages. Each campaign is designed
on the basis of the use of or connection to MY WAY
LANGUAGE VERSIONS
Each campaign should be developed and implemented in the
local language. The I Feel Slovenia logo and #myway hashtag
should always remain in English.
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USE OF HASHTAGS
In digital advertisements the hashtags #ifeelsLOVEnia and
#myway should be used in accordance with the rules for
achieving the optimal effectiveness of the specific digital
medium. The hashtag #myway below the logo should
appear one letter at a time, as when writing a personal
message on a mobile phone.
ANIMATION OF DIGITAL CONTENT
When animating digital content, the headline MY WAY
in the title should be continuously present in the motif,
and the conclusion of the title should appear in the frame
subsequently.
MOTIFS
The activities in the motifs and titles should be adapted
in accordance with the individual target segments (e.g.
families, active, couples and seniors).
CTAs
PCalls to action (CTAs) are uniform and encourage the

viewing and reservation of experiences at www.slovenia.
info.si.
SELECTION OF MOTIFS
Motifs in dynamic web banners follow the principle
of mini stories about a protagonist who is shown at
a moment when they are exploring and experiencing
Slovenia in their own way. The scenes that follow should
be logically connected and present the range of choices
of experiences at the selected destination (e.g. culture,
culinary, etc.) or present the range of experiences within a
certain product (e.g. hiking, biking, etc.) that is reasonable
and logical for the specific segment group. The target
tourist is always at the centre when choosing experiences.
Depending on the length of the online ad, in the case of
dynamic ads up to 3 different motifs can be used, and
potentially one additional motif in the final visual. The
final visual should conclude with a display of the I Feel
Slovenia logo and the #myway hashtag. The rules for the
use of the individual elements are given in Chapter 5.

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB
BANNER
300 X 250

MY WAY
OF GRABBING
LUNCH.

MY WAY
OF GOING
TO TOWN.

MY WAY
OF GRABBING
LUNCH.

Discover true
Slovenian
experiences
in your own
special way.
Discover more
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MY WAY
OF GOING
TO TOWN.

#myway

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB
BANNER
300 X 250

MY WAY
OF TAKING IT
TO THE TOP.

MY WAY
O GOING
DOWNTOWN.
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MY WAY
O TAKING IT
THE TOP.

Discover true
Slovenian
experiences
in your own
special way.
Discover more

MY WAY
OF GOING
DOWNTOWN.

#myway

RUSE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB
BANNER
300 X 250

MY WAY
OF GETTING
LOST.

MY WAY
OF DRELLING

MY WAY
OF GETTING
LOST.

Discover true
Slovenian
experiences
in your own
special way.
Discover more
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MY WAY OF
WELLBEING.

#myway

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB
BANNER
300 X 600

MY WAY OF
ENCOUNTERING
HISTORY.

MY WAY OF
EXPERIENCING
CULTURE.

Discover true
Slovenian
experiences
in your own
special way.
Discover more
#myway
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USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB
BANNER
300 X 600
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MY WAY
OF TIME
TRAVEL.

MY WAY
OF TAKING
TIME OUT.

Discover true
Slovenian
experiences
in your own
special way.
Discover more

#myway

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB
BANNER
160 X 600

#myway

MY WAY
OF A
RUSTIC
RETREAT.

MY WAY
OF A NIGHT
ON THE
TOWN.

Discover true
Slovenian
experiences
in your own
special way.

Discover more
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USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB
BANNER
160 X 600
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MY WAY
OF A
WINTER
FAIRYTALE.

MY WAY
OF A
MORNING
STROLL.

Discover true
Slovenian
experiences
in your own
special way.

Discover more

#myway

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE: WEB
BANNER
300 X 250

MY WAY
OF GOING
TO TOWN.
#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway
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Discover it

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB BANNER
160 X 600

MY WAY
OF A
MORNING
STROLL.
#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

Discover it
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USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: WEB BANNER

EXAMPLE:
WEB BANNER
720 X 90
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MY WAY OF WATCHING
THE SUNSET.
#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

Discover it

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE OF BRANDED BACKGROUNG (WALLPAPER)

EXAMPLE OF
BRANDED
BACKGROUNG
(WALLPAPER)

MY WAY ONLINE AND DIGITAL MATERIALS

MY WAY
OF NATURE
SELFNESS.
#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway
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Book your personal homestead
in Cerkno mountain, enjoy 100 %
natural homemade delicacies
from local eco farms and discover
true Slovenian experiences in
your own special way.

Discover it

Book it

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE OF FACEBOOK CAROUSEL ADS

EXAMPLE OF
FACEBOOK
CAROUSEL
ADS

Feel Slovenia
September 11 at 7:07pm

Discover true Slovenian experiences in your own special way.

MY WAY
OF GETTING
LOST.
Enjoy exploring.
And discover true Slovenian
experiences in your own special way.
#ifeelsLOVEnia #myway #piran
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MY WAY
OF WATCHING
THE SUNSET.

MY WAY
OF WELLBEING.
Enjoy the freedom.
Book

And discover true Slovenian
experiences in your own special way.
#ifeelsLOVEnia #myway #secovlje

#myway

Enjoy foodie heaven.
Book

And discover true Slovenian
experiences in your own special way.
#ifeelsLOVEnia #myway #portoroz

What’s your favourite way?
Book

Discover true Slovenian experiences
in your own special way.
#ifeelsLOVEnia #myway #izola

Book

USE OF THE PLATFORM IN DIGITAL CAMPAINGS EXAMPLE: INSTAGRAM ADS

EXAMPLE:
INSTAGRAM
ADS

MY WAY
OF FOODIE
HEAVEN.

MY WAY
OF ROAMING
AROUND TOWN.
MY WAY
OF QUALITY
TIME.
#ljubljana

#zemono

#ljubljana marsh
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MY WAY
#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

More information about MY WAY communications
platform: ana.savsek@slovenia.info

